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The development of computer science and technology not only greatly promoted
the development of the global science, but also speed up the economic informatization
and the progress of social informatization. Nowadays， many enterprises daily office
has been inseparable from the computer and software application technology. Since
china joined the world trade organisation, Chinese banking industry is facing more
competition in the industry, how to use computer technology to strengthen the
management of the bank account information, improve the working efficiency of the
Banks and business competition ability is an urgent problem to be solved by
banks.With the expansion of enterprise scale and staff scale,New employees how to
quickly grasp the work flow, also become the soft power of bank competition.
Nowadays, enterprises increasing demand, the Windows application has been
developed well, and has also been widely used in practice.The system is the
development of a simulation of the banking system, puts forward a kind of design and
Realization in C#, the new model system of the Windows application model bank
simulation,It also has certain reference significance for the development of similar
application system.
This dissertation discusses the bank management system development and
implementation, this system mainly uses the principle of the development of software
engineering, and it is a process based on software process specifications and in
accordance with the requirements analysis, general design, detailed design, program
coding, testing, application software development and software maintenance, etc. The
front of the system using Visual C#2008, the backstage database are mainly SQL
Server 2008 to support. The simulation of the banking system mainly realizes the
teller to implement open an account, to the user account, deposits, withdrawals,
inquiries, reset, accounts and rolling function.Through the banking system operation,
can make the staff to complete the easy and quick to the customer management,














systematization, automation.New employees through the use of this system can
quickly grasp the work flow in the process of training, after the training can be
directly OTC actual operation, and improve the bank soft power.
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